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I want to thank the committee for giving me the chance to respond to the 
submissions and specialist they have had in. Again I stand firm with the view that 
children under the age of 18 should have some forum of trusted adult consenting 
and supporting them with treatment.  
 
I understand not all children will have supporting family's sadly this is something I 
have come across personally while speaking with young people. Where they are 
open to having an adult they trust involved (as many do not understand the 
treatment being given or options) Many would not want their parents involved (some 
would though) but they would want an adult they trust involved (many weren't aware 
they could have an adult involved with help from their GP) Maybe they aren't being 
informed within that GP visit of what they are entitled to and what choices they have.  
 
A big question I ask my self is are they given informed consent themselves in that 15 
min visit so that they can fully understand and give informative consent to the 
treatment? This is something I find within a 15-min appointment very unlikely. To 
speak to a patient to check them over, to look up the best treatment and then explain 
the effects good and bad and how to take the medication alone would take surly 
longer than 15 mins just a thought for you just now but something I will come back to 
later on in the submission.  
 
I would like to start with addressing a few things from the sitting on the 7th 
December. Firstly I wanted to thank everyone who took the time to sit before the 
committee and give their views and also answer the committees 
questions. CAMHS was brought up a number of times about it being over stretched 
and underfunded and it not being able to see everyone referred (I know this first-
hand as my son has been rejected from CAMHS) How do CAMHS access who need 
to be seen and who doesn't ? If a Dr / School refer a child they are not doing so 
lightly, so to not see that child how can they say they have stats and figures ? They 
only have the stats and figures for children they have seen. I would say I agree with 
the charity's that CAMHS is only a small part as it seems so many are indeed as 
Children in Scotland said rejected from CAMHS some without even being seen, 
some after being seen once (this was the case a few months ago with my daughters 
friend who tried to take his own life) Are we putting money before our children's well-
being surly extra funding to child services like CAMH should be a priority to try to 
bring in more resources to a place that's very clearly unable to live up to the standard 
that it was intended. I have included a link from young minds about the funding 
of CAMHS1.  
 
To quote Children in Scotland “It is important to remember that we have targets and 
statistics only for the upper levels of CAMHS. CAMHS are intended to be a four-tier 
system, starting with universal services—schools, general practitioners and health 
visitors—and moving up to more specialist services. We have data only on referrals 

                                                           
1
 https://youngminds.org.uk/about-us/media-centre/press-releases/children-s-mental-health-funding-not-

going-where-it-should-be/ 
 

https://youngminds.org.uk/about-us/media-centre/press-releases/children-s-mental-health-funding-not-going-where-it-should-be/
https://youngminds.org.uk/about-us/media-centre/press-releases/children-s-mental-health-funding-not-going-where-it-should-be/


to tiers 3 and 4—the more intensive sectors. People are waiting longer than they 
should be in those sectors. Only about 80 per cent of children and young people are 
seen within the 18-week target—a target that we feel is too long”  
 
I myself find this shocking that CAMHS only has data on 3 and 4 what about 2 and 1 
should there not be figures on that to show early prevention? Are schools and GP's 
who make up 1 and 2 educated enough to deal with mental health? I agree 18 
weeks is far too long and that is a big problem, sadly some cannot make it to this 
waiting point and the end result is tragic. I also agree that the voluntary sectors have 
little or no funding and are most often approached more than CAMH for help we 
need to look at what help we can also provide for these voluntary sectors so that 
they can continue to be of the best support they can be when they are some peoples 
last hope after being rejected by everyone else.  
 
I would like to say to Mr Whittle that I was concerned how SAMH were so hostile to 
your comment about capacity as I think this was a very fair and important question 
and one that I would have liked to seen addressed instead of shut down, of course 
as with physical health mental health can affect our capacity to know what is best for 
us at the time. I think we need to remember we are not saying people with mental 
illness lack the capacity to give consent to understand and know what is best for 
them but that anyone with any kind of illness can come to a point where their 
capacity can lack, I find it concerning that SAMH would be so defence about this, I 
personally and I'm sure others would also agree that it is a question that needs to be 
answered when in any health condition do you lack capacity? So let's say when a 
person is having mental health episodes the one thing they have said after it is they 
were not in control or do not remember doing or saying certain things, do they then 
have the capacity I would say NO so it is something I wonder when a medical 
professional such as a DR defines that they do have the capacity and is there any 
guild lines in place for this ?  
 
I welcome the view of bringing some kind of approach into schools regarding mental 
health and physical well-being but I think that it is better started in primary school 
and carrying on Into high schools rather than the view of it starting in high school, 
study's show that children as young as 8 suffer from some forum of anxiety low 
mood. I’m aware that there is nothing in place within the schools) I agree with 
Children in Scotland that it can be very scary idea about going to speak to a GP. 
There can be life events that can be easily talked through with a school councillor 
Sometimes someone who the child doesn't see as an authority figure. I read in the 
petition response from Children in Scotland that it's something the Scottish 
government is already looking into and I welcome this and hope that it is a positive 
outcome as it is one that I believe will make a big difference, the idea seems to be 
working that Penumbra has and I would welcome as I said it starting within primary 
schools, I was concerned about the target of 52% Penumbra talked about that was 
then scrapped as it reached its target surly it would then go on to reach 100 % to me 
52% is just over half. Penumbra seems to have some very interesting points in his 
way of treatment and I cannot understand why Penumbra is not funded more when it 
is clearly showing signs of better well-being for our children maybe services like this 
are a step forward.  
 



I want to pick up on what Rona said about Gp's having the necessary training 
dealing with people with mental health issues? I think it is an important question and 
one that the committee had conflicting views on (which I will comment more on in my 
response to the petition sitting 18th Jan) The question also Rona asked was “do they 
have training to make appropriate decisions when prescribing mental health drugs to 
under-18s, to ensure that those around the young people are informed of the 
possible side effects of medication? I certainly know that they do not make the 
parents of people around them aware as this is confidential so unless the child tells 
them they have no way of knowing to help and support and sadly like myself misread 
the signs for laziness or teen behaviour.  
 
Another question was How confident are you that GPs are well enough equipped to 
deal with prescribing drugs to young people? I agree with SAMH that GP's would 
welcome more training and help within that field and also their willingness to say so 
is showing they do want to help but are limited to what they know and can do. As the 
committee already obtained that over half of GP's don't know a non-pharmaceutical 
method also stated by SAMH. SAMH also said that “in our response to the petition, 
we said that there is currently the ability to break confidentiality when a young person 
is potentially in danger. We are not sure that that is widely understood.” To me that is 
also a very big concern as this should be very clear to a GP as this can mean life 
and death I would hope this is something that would be looked into more. I believe 
that it should have been broken with Britney that day I will come to that within my 
response to the sitting on the 18th Jan.  
 
I wanted to pick up on what Michelle said (also welcome you, you are a great asset) 
about the growing amount of antidepressants being prescribed is it down to more 
people coming forward or a lack of other services, I don't believe a raise in 
prescribing shows more people coming forward as the MH Minster says,I believe it 
could show people on them for longer it could show more people being put on them 
for none related mental health issues, such as everyday life events.  
 
Also, Michelle asked some key questions "What amount of time would you say that 
doctors need to spend with a young person before they can “adequately” make that 
decision?” This question is one I would personally ask myself if I could because even 
a mental health professionals would not be able to make that assessment within an 
hour session let alone 10-15 mins or even a double 20 mins appointment.  
 
Johann makes an interesting point supporting Mr whittles about capacity which I 
believe is a very important question if someone is at that point of complete anxiety 
crisis not clear thinking then I do think they lack the capacity. Johann also 
said “Should there be in place a hierarchy of interventions by the GP before they get 
to the point of prescribing tablets? I believe she has a point there should be 
someone higher up that's deals with mental illness having some intervention to see if 
the person does have a mental illness before we start them on medication that they 
may not need and that also Carry the risk of acting out something they wouldn't 
normally.  
 
Another question was asked by Michelle “was the GMC’s very clear statement in its 
letter that “doctors should disclose information if this is necessary to protect the 
young person from risk of death or serious harm”. I myself do not believe they are or 



I believe having over-ridden all GMC guidelines and protocols and giving my 
daughter medication on her first ever visit the Dr must have had concern and if she 
was concerned enough that she needed to give my daughter medication I don't 
understand why she wasn't concerned about her safety her well-being.  
 
I have tried the best I can to cover the sitting on the 7th December I will now move to 
the sitting on the 18th Jan again. I would like to thank the Minster of mental health 
and Dr John Mitchell for sitting before the committee to give evidence and answer 
their questions, first I must say I was shocked at many of the statements made by 
both of them and also the conflicting informed given. I was alarmed by the saying 
that the amount of antidepressants are on a raise and this is seen as something 
positive to me this is not positive, this could also be seen as I see it as negative it 
could mean more people being given them for none metal illness or people being 
given them longer, surly we should expect to see a less depends on these pills and 
more ways of managing mental illness.  
 
Dr John Mitchell said he believes GP's are well advised in mental health, and he 
feels they do have enough support and training to know how to deal with mental 
health, yet in the last sitting SAMH said they had spoke to GP's and most are not 
informed enough and would welcome more help training and understand so this 
confuses me, much of what Dr Mitchell said did, not a lot was anything new, I 
did note he said he would not have given the medication that was given to Britney as 
it was a physical medication I have included links to useful things about propanol.  
 
The Minster for mental health related to others about the current system might deter 
children and young people from seeking help from doctors and other professionals 
and make them less likely to disclose the full facts of how they are feeling and their 
symptoms. While this is always going to be the case we have to look at what is in the 
best interest of the person, not everyone will disclose the full facts or symptoms no 
matter of age or consent this is something that would need built up after many 
meetings (trust) I personally still do not disclose the full facts and symptoms to my 
DR and I'm 36 years old so it is not for the consent but for the trust not being built up 
there.  
 
I again want to go back to what the Minster of mental health said “Antidepressants 
are effective, their use is evidence based,” I would welcome the Minster to show the 
evidence to the committee as Fluoxetine, also known as Prozac. It is the only drug 
recommended for under 18s “as this is the only antidepressant for which clinical trial 
evidence shows the benefits outweigh the risks“. Even then it should not be 
prescribed until psychological therapy has been tried for three months and not 
worked. So I would welcome the information the MH Minster has about this.  
 
I think Johann made a very good point about at what visit at what point are these 
antidepressants being prescribed is it the 1st the second, after other treatment has 
been tried ? I asked this question in a closed group i run in support of Britney's plea 
and I have selected some people that came forward and they have submitted 
submissions, as you can see Britney being given them at her first visit is happening 
more than we think (I could get a lot more submissions if needed to support this) I 
welcome the committee saying this is something that needs to be looked at an 
answered.  



I believe members have been provided with a copy of a GMC report to read to clear 
up any confusion that you had in the last meeting I understand not wanting to second 
guess, so I hope this indeed helps. I am concerned that medication is still being said 
would not be a first call as stated in the GMC guileless and also Dr Mitchell stated 
himself yet my daughters case proves it is as do so many of the submissions, I 
believe that if the GP that day thought there was enough reasons to break all 
Guidelines and give medication that day then there was concern for my daughter to 
be a risk therefore the Dr should then break patients confidentiality for my daughters 
own safety, if the concern was not so great why break protocol why not give 
no medication and make another appointment ?  
 
It seems the breaking patient confidentiality is in the interest of the public more than 
the patient from what the GMC says and the MH Minster. I couldn't understand the 
comment “If a child was diagnosed with a serious illness such as cancer, the GP 
would inform the parents and carers, because the child would need treatment” would 
that not be the same as a mental illness? Is physical illness and mental Illness not on 
the same level as that was my understanding. We could look at it when someone 
has cancer they do not lack the capacity to make their own decisions the same as 
earlier said about mental health, yet this is an example of when it would be broken 
by the MH Minster I believe someone with a mental illness needs as much help and 
understand as someone with physical illness so this comment kind of through me.  
 
Dr Mitchell said “clinician who believed that the person in front of them was 
expressing active suicidal ideas, the level of risk would trump any concerns about 
confidentiality. My daughter had said she didn't want to be here, she had thoughts of 
suicide but wasn't going to act on them, she said she has self harmed in the past, 
when did the alarm bells go off? Never because if they did common sense would 
have told you not to give a depressed 16-year old girl who suicide was in her mind 
84 tablets, the means I believe to take her life. The sad thing is I do not think my 
daughter wanted to take her life I think it was a cry for help, but she was not given 
informed consent as to what these drugs would do (slow her heart right down till it 
stopped) I noted this was said by the MH Minster “ Maureen Watt: We do not know 
what went on in the specific case, and we cannot surmise. There is obviously going 
to be an investigation. I wonder if the committee could explain this comment an 
investigation into what?  
 
Dr Mitchell said "I cannot imagine a clinical situation in which any person presenting 
in acute distress and potentially mentally ill or suicidal would simply be given an 
antidepressant and that would be that. There would be much more concern, and 
support would be put in place around such a person, as an emergency measure, on 
that day.” Yet the very reason this petition is before yourselves is for this reason a 
young girl 16 years old who went for a once only visit with that GP to talk for the first 
time about mental health spoke of suicide self harm and was given 84 tablets and 
being told to return in 28 day it does happen and it happened to my daughter that is 
a cold hard fact.  
 
Rona makes a very valid point about if the person was able to give informed 
consent, I do not believe my daughter was. I have thought about the consent as it is 
one of the main things I raised this petition for, but I am glad it has uncovered and 
brought forward more issues that need addressed by the committee. I spoke with 



another person who also helped with an Interesting idea. It would take a GP a few 
seconds to print off a pre-prepared form that could be on the computer of every 
practitioner. By asking the child patient to hand it to the parent / guardian, the GP is 
not breaching confidentiality — the child may decide not to pass it on to the parent. 
That protects the GP who has made a genuine attempt to inform the parent. The 
standardised form could be used for all prescribed medication, and may look like 
this: 
 
I have prescribed your child: (Propranolol) What it will do: (slow down your child’s 
heart rate, reduce sweating, trembling, etc.) What it won’t do: (reduce your child’s 
feelings of anxiety)  
 
Possible side effects: (your child may well feel over-tired and lethargic) If you feel 
that the medication is having an adverse effect on your child, please make an 
appointment to see your child’s GP. As with all medications prescribed to children, 
please ensure that your child is taking the correct dosage, as stipulated on the 
packet.  
 
And if the medication they prescribe isn’t on the list of meds for children, then there 
should be an alternative form saying that its adult meds, but carrying the same 
warnings about adverse effects and supervising the taking of the dosage. The onus 
is then taken off the doctor, and put on to the child and parent, they will have 
Informed consent that way not only verbal but written as a lot of the time we do not 
remember important things that are said in appointments, I believe a child would find 
it easier to hand over a bit of paper than try to talk and say all this,it is just a thought 
but one I think is worth thinking about.  
 
Below I have enclosed many links I believe will be useful to the committee. Once 
again I thank each and every one of you for your compassion and understand and 
passion you have shown myself and my family thought out the petition. I have tried 
to cover everything in this petition but sadly two days ago we lost my step father to 
cancer, so I have tried my best to write this. I would be more than happy to write 
another covering anything I have missed that the committee would like to know.  
 

 “Scotland in the News” (AntiDepAware website, 12/02/2018)  

 “Why Propranolol” (AntiDepAware website, 16/04/2017) 

 http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-42917452?SThisFB  
 
Here’s a page from NICE: 

 https://bnfc.nice.org.uk/drug/propranolol-hydrochloride.html    

Looks like you can give it to children – but no mention of giving it for anxiety. 

Here’s a dosage for migraine prophylaxis, whatever that is: 

For Child 12–17 years - Initially 20–40 mg twice daily; usual dose 40–80 mg twice 
daily (max. per dose 120 mg); maximum 4 mg/kg per day. 

The Patient Information Leaflet seems to think it’s OK: 
 https://www.medicines.org.uk/emc/files/pil.5853.pdf 

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-scotland-42917452?SThisFB
https://bnfc.nice.org.uk/drug/propranolol-hydrochloride.html
https://www.medicines.org.uk/emc/files/pil.5853.pdf


Adults & children over 12 years:  

Anxiety - 40mg before anxious situations. For long-term anxiety 40 mg two or three 
times a day, treatment is reviewed after 6-12 months.  

 CAMHS (West London) says: 

“Propranolol is a beta-blocker medicine. A beta-blocker medicine helps to reduce the 
symptoms of anxiety, like sweating and shaking. It does not treat the feeling of 
anxiety – only the symptoms that come with it.” 

 This last sentence sums it up – it’s for slowing down the heart (physical), does not 
address problems in the mind (mental). Therefore it can lead to tiredness & lethargy 
which can induce depression alongside anxiety. 

 The same thing is mentioned here: 

https://www.headmeds.org.uk/medications/13-propranolol/use_and_action 

“Propranolol is a beta-blocker medicine 

A beta-blocker medicine helps to reduce the symptoms of anxiety, like sweating and 
shaking. It does not treat the feeling of anxiety – only the symptoms that come with 
it.” 

https://www.headmeds.org.uk/medications/13-propranolol/use_and_action

